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THE PERSONALITY THAT DRIVES HIGH CONFLICT CUSTODY A
DISCUSSION OF PROFILE, PSYCHODYNAMICS, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
AND
HOW DOES ONE LEVEL THE LITIGATION FIELD.............
To those who have experienced the phenomena of high conflict divorce, you need no
explanation, for those for whom the term seems like a colorful description and no more,
no explanation is adequate to comprehension.
There is no explanation that can capture the depth and breadth of the all consuming
disaster that can overcome innocent, unsuspecting, well socialized individuals who are
living lives of stress and conflict within a marriage that has dark, simmering secrets.
Those secrets engendered by a partner whose sickness, lawlessness, depraved nature
was never understood by the “innocent” spouse then becomes the driving force behind
the dissolution of the marriage and the unraveling of the life of the person who is/or
perceived to be a witness to the past, threat, or interference with the future. The term
obliteration of the life of the “other”, wiping them off the face of the earth, out of the
way, begins to describe the vortex of activity that consumes all vulnerable actors in the
litigation process that unfolds in the battle to save children, self, property, reputation.
When there is a growing recognition that the targeted partner means nothing, offers
nothing, has no value, no shared meaningful memory, there is no connection; when the
past, present and future appear as an incomprehensible nightmare that must really
belong to someone elses's life, you know that you have entered the world of high
conflict custody litigation.
What you do not know is that you may have multiple opponents, your spouse, your
lawyer, the judge who will be hearing your case, the guardian ad litem who is assigned
as the eyes and ears of the judge and every evaluator, expert witness and government
agency who will become intimately involved with decisions about your children, your

property, your reputation, the existence left to you, pending the drift of alliances. The
determination as to whether facts and evidence are properly gathered, maintained,
shared, understood is a matter of grave concern. As the staff of the FCVFC is well
aware, the level of the mix of malevolence, bias, ignorance, incompetence, stupidity
weighs heavily in the course of accurate, fair case disposition of each litigants case. The
magnitude of the problem, the risk before the naive are nothing less than matters of
grave concern.

The new litigant has no basis of life expereince, training, preparation, or reason to
anticipate the multiple dangers that infest the field of battle that lays before them. In
fact, the “normal”expereince runs in a counter intuitive direction to the dark forces of
multiple pathological personalities. However, because the reality is that in the world of
high stakes money and power, the malignant force that is faced, is now recognized as the
former spouse/partner may also be the malignant force who in fact shares the same
psyche, personality disorder, psychopathology from whom you must defend yourself.
TRUMP PERSONALITY PATHOLOGY AS TEMPLATE
Just as Trump once said in his many public statements, I am with you, the under dog, I
am your white knight, I understand you.......... reassuring plattitudes, the shift to I am
your worst nightmare, I have traded on your wishes and dreams, I have betrayed your
secrets, I am the mole that is betraying you to the captor from whom you are trying to
escape, slides in as a smooth transfer at each critical moment of decision making. This
version is closer to the reality of the sinsiter world guided purely by self interest, power
and money, motivated by shared base drives and interests for control and protection
against the exercize of unlimited personal freedoms on the part of a select few.
We use “Trump” as the template to describe the voracious, consciensless, ruthlessly self
absorbed nature of the individual who moves from one form of gratification to another,
irrespective of thoughts, feelings, impact of his proclivities. We assert that there is no
moral struggle, no consciousness of guilt, simply a pure sense of omnipotent entitlement
The “other” simply does not matter. The only reality of the moment is what exists in the
consciousness and lust of the time experienced and the drive to accomplish the goal
based on instinct, drive, mood, personal prejudices and proclivities. Such demands are
pursued as an omnipotent personal birth right.The reality asserted is the reality, by fiat,
by proclamation, without hesitation. Information gathering, evidence collection,listening
to others is a form of polling to sort out how to advance the personal agenda
What may appear at one moment as a closely held belief or attachment can rapidly be
turned into its opposite. There are no absolutes, no moral/ethical boundaries, no
loyalties, only the endless, voracious appetites related to personal gratification and
agrandizement.

The chaos that ensues from the lifestyle of living for the moment, living for one's own
gratification is that the means employed to accomplish one's own ends, the cast of
characters engaged can shift, appear, disappear much as figures on a chess board, or
more aptly, in a game of monopoly. Because of imperviousness to emotions of others,
lack of integration/impact of the experience of viewing/comprehending the pain of
others, the noise of agony is experienced as a back drop of sound/white noise, barely
noticed and of no consequence, so the engine of disruption can move ahead seamlessly.

PATHOLOGY EMPOWERED
What empowers such a personality? What causes an affiliation of like minded, action
motivated professionals?...........
There are obviously many facets for reflection. Factors of relative personal
attractiveness of the subject as well as driving elements of wealth, power, authority
manipulated to develop trends that support exploitation of children, diminshing
education, abandonment of personal responsibility as citizens, among other issues. The
staff of the FCVFC theorize that the receptiveness of the community to the flourishing
of social policy related to unregulated self interest, however subtle in the implications
for expression of seriously deleterious trends, allows for the generation of further
trending in this direction.
We suggest at the most fundamental level:
A shared consciouness and appetite for depraved activity – covering up the acts of each
perp – casting shade on the very existence of their acts installs “gas lighting” of public
conscousness as a viable litigation tactic of defense............ what you think happened did
not happen.........the “other” is crazy! The “other” did it and wants you to think our poor
victim here did “it”.
The “cover up” for “gas lighting' is expressed through the generation of junk science
theories which seek to “normalize” sadism and incest, such as Richard Gardner's
theories on family sex and young children's “sexuality”. Garder's theories of Family Sex
as expressed through his writings and then evolved into the much vaunted
psychological concept/then commercial industry of “Parental Alienation” - assessment,
diagnosis and treatment. The hot field of “Reunification Therapy”, cleansing victims of
the memories of their abuse so that they may be “reunited” with their abuser, at the
expense of their sanity and the added totrture of those whom have sought the protection
of such victims has created a lucrative industry.

Courts often effect immediate transfer of children when the words Parent Alienator are
stated. Lawyers, evaluators, parent supervisors, coordinators have sprung up to enforce
shared parenting or totally control parent interaction. Most frequently there is some truly
malignant force at work, but through a process of smoke and mirrors distortion in
service of obfuscation of victim/perpetrator of abuse, the victim is transferred into the
hands of the abuser.
On the next level of professional engagement:
The process of affiliation with the dark side describes those professionals who have
some understanding that there may be something going on but they do not want to delve
too deeply into what it is and so they engage on the level of superficial process of papers
- expediting a divorce. They depend on their court “relationships” to facilitate work, but
do not wish to delve into the real case. The avoidance of a dark, present reality
attempted to be escaped through a detour that never works and only increases suffering
of victims and weakens/damages the core case. The lawyer representing the case may
continue removed from blame or controversy, but the client is left with utter devastation.
We suggest that what we are experiencing at this time through the courts is a conscious
rationalization of deeply disturbing depraved behavior, normalized, intellectualized,
sensationalized, allowed to evolve into litigation practice. Due Process subverted by
junk science and Judicial Immunity, passed on to the mini me of evaluators and court
experts who use their skills and degrees to subvert best practices and standard of care
has created Child Protection industry that is no less than child trafficking whether it be
through the foster farming of DCF or Cash for Custody in the courts. The trend, which
we see as evolving, through the Dependency, Juvenile, Family Courts, “Child Protective
Services, Medical and Psychiatric Institutions has become exponential in their impact of
dividing Protective Parents and innocent children. We believe that the failure to protect
vulnerable populations from the incursions of authoritarian controls, such as Trump, is
currently being experienced on a world wide basis as well as on a national basis with the
prospect of much greater mass casualty to be visited on every individual and every
family in the USA and beyond.
WHAT DO WE DO
As we uncover and define the problem which we know that we are faced with
significant levels of retalaition from those with vested interest to protect is forthcoming.
At every juncture.We know from our work with our brave clients the identites of those
who are the violators of human rights, hiding in plain sight, criminals and their more
highly evolved dopleganger protectors who also must be exposed.
We know who they are because we have studied them, their pratices and tecniques and

now we will write about them, face them in courts of law, courts to prosecute them for
their crimes. Their victims will bear witness and we will facilitate their voices. We will
be fierce!
The capacity to conduct accurate diagnostic evaluation, translate psychodynamic
assessment into evidence, to shape court examination and cross examination of witness
to effect best outcomes are crucial aspects of case management in high conflict custody
divorce are part of the work of the FCVFC. …......Contact the FCVFC for case
evaluation, assessment and intervention.
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